
PowerRiseB Product Specifications 
SILHOLIETTEO WlhlDOW SHADINGS 

APPLICATION 
Perpendicular rectangular windows up to 
96" in width and up to 120" in height. 

Remote control battery powered 
motorized operation 

Important: Silhoueite@ with PovverRise@ 
is not available in tlie Tkvo-On-One 
Headrail application, or in Originale'" 4" 
or Bon Soir" 4" fabrics. 

Mounting Requirements Finished Dimensions 
(All allo!.:ances are taker? froin ordered d~mens!ons 
and may vat)/ t h") 

lnside (IB) Mount 

Headrail unit -%s" 

lnside (16) Mount with Built-in Battery 
Wand and Back Covert 

Minimum casemenl depth 1 %" 

Minimum casement depth, fully recessed: 
Standard headra~l 3Y" 
Oversized headrail 4 %" 

Shading height - M 

Fabric width -1 u 

Outside (OB) Mount 
Headrail unit ordered width 

Minimum rear fabric clearance %" 

lnside (IB) Mount with Satellite Battery 
Pack and Back Covert Shading height -xu 

Fabric width - 3 ~ "  
Minimum casement depth 1 %" Size Standards End (EB) Mount 

Headrail unit 
Minimum casement depth, fully recessed 
Standard headrail 3 Y "  
Oversized headrail 3 %" 

Minimum Ordered Width 
Shading height . fl 

Fabric width -1 %" 
Satellite battery pack 12" 

Battery wand 19" Minimum rear fabric clearance %" 

Outside (OB) Mount* 

Minimum mounting surface height 1 %" 

Maximum Ordered Width 

ORDERING CHECKLIST Inside (IB) or outside (OB) mount 96" 

End (EB) mount 84" Recommended width overlap per side 3" (/ For detailed Silhouette with PowerRse 
ordering information, please refer to the 
Ordering Checklist on page SI-27. 

Height 

Minimum ordered height 12" 

Maximum ordered Varies with width 
height* and fabric type 

*See Maximum Size Chart on page SI-23. 

Minimum rear fabric clearance %" 

End (EB) Mount with Back Cover 

Minimum mounting surface depth: 
Built-in battery wand 2 %  
Satellite battery pack I L" 

+Inside mounts and end moimts include a back 
cover and back cover bracket which attach to 
the installation brackets, 

1 Because of added clearance required for battery 
wands, outside mounts are offered with 
satellite battery pack only. 

HEADRAIL DIMENSIONS 
Note: An oversized headrall is required if the 
shading height is over 96" (Originale 2" and 3'7, 
o!er 84" [uiniere 2" and 3'7, over 64" (Bon 
Joui 2" aild 3'7 or over 78" (all other fabrics). 
The Matisse  collection^'" 2" and 3" comes 
siano2id !,i/lti7 tile oversized headrail, all sires. 
Spec;@ the headrail color when ordering (see 
page SI-21). 

The bottom rail color will match the headrail 
unless custornei- requests that bottom rail color 
coorciinate !vith fabric. An oversized headrail may 
be ordered wit11 any sllading, so ail shadings in 
a room can have a consistent appearance. 

Standard rbg,3i, 
Headrail Vlth 
Battery Wand HOW TO PRICE 

Important Note! All base prices are 
predicated on Ordered Dimensions, 
not Finished Dimensions. 

Add any necessary surcharges to 
the base prices shown on price charts 
I to 5 (see pages 51-3 through SI-7). 

Overs~zed 
H a  W i t  I , ,  
Battery Wand 

- 



PowerRise@ Product Specifications 

BATTERY POWERED 
OPTIONS 
A!I Silhouette" cvindov~ shadings fabrics 
are available with the PowerFiise' system, 
except Tres Vue'" (/\i5). Originale'" 4" (A24) 
and Bon Soif" 4" (A23) fabrics (see 
maximum size chart). Eight standard 
alkaline batteries cleliver all the power 
needed to coritrol all shading functions for 
a year or more of nornial use. 

SILHOUETTE"' WINDOW SHADINGS 

Simplicity - Quick and easy to ins!a!l Beauty - Cordless design allows 
and operate. Requ~res no \?~irirlg, power shadings to have a more sleek, 
supplies or control units. elegant appearance. 

Convenience -All functions can be Safety - Elimi~ates child and pet safety 
co~!rolled from the comfort of your bed hazards associated with cord loons. 
or chair. 

Affordable -The perfect solutiorl for 
affordable motorization. 

PowerRise Maximum Size Chart 
* Originale 2" & 3 "  

I >The Matisse Collection" 2"" & 3"- 

= + STANDARD 96" 96" 96" 96' 96" 96" 96" 96" 96' 84'' 66" E2" s g  42" 

3 +  STANDARD I r;= 
? OVERSIZED 120' 23" *20" 170' 120" 1'0" 120" 120" ' @ 2 '  81' 66 jL '  12 - 

/ 

I 

>: m 
OVERSIZED 

I Bon Soir 2" & 3"' * Lumiere"' 2" & 3"' Naturelle " 2" & 3" 

120" 120" 120', 120" 120" 120" 120" 120" 102" 0~;" (36" ZJ"  .p 8 

5+ , , STANDARD 78" 78'' 78" 78" 76" 78" 78,' 76" 781' 66" L A "  ,:2" 36" 
:= <, 

$ 2  OVERSIZED 96" 96" 96" 96" 96" 96" 96" 78" : 78" 66" 54" 42" 36" 
-. 

I > Eon Jour ' 2" & 3" Toujours"' 2" & 3" 

SATELLITE DIMENSIONS BATTERY OPTIONS INFRARED EYE OPTIONS 

5 STANDARD 5 5  
.%! 3 
% OVERSIZED 

Satelli!e eye: B~~i l t - in  battery wand: Standarcl built-in infrared eye: 
2" width x I X" height x 3" depth - Standarc1 with inside mount - Located on left or right side below 
Satellite battery pack: and end mount the heaclrail end cap 
2Y," width x 9" height x 1 %" dttpth -Adds 7" to mounting depth Optional satellite eye: 

- Nol available for outside mount -Available with wire le~igth to headrail 

Satellite battery ~ a c k :  of 20", 4 '  or 8' 

- Rerjuired with outside mount 

- .... - 

78" 78" 78" 78" 78" 78" 72" 60'' 413" 42' 3 6  24" 

96" 96" 96" 96' 95" 90" 72" 60" 48" 42" 36" 24" 

- Optional with inside mount 
and end mount 

-Available with !wire length to headrail 
of 15", 4 '  or 8' 

Effective date 6/1/06 For more information visit hunterdouglas.com 



PowerRiseB Design and Operation 
SILHOUETTE@ WII\DOW SHADINGS 

Channel Selector 

- 

UP 

Bunon \ Bunon Down 

P 

Remote Control 

OVERVIEW 
Silhouette@ with PowerRisem shadings offer 
all the beauty and light control of Silhouette 
v~indow shadings plus convenient remote 
controlled motorized operation. Silhouette 
with PowerRlse shadings are battery 
powered, Installation is quick and easy; 
no wiring, power supplies or control units 
are rewired. 

Remote Control 
Silhouette with PowerRise shadlngs are 
operated using a sleek, hand-held remote 
control. Simplicity is a key feature of the 
PowerRise system, and this feature is 
reflected in the easy-to-use design of the 
remote control. It includes up and down 
buttons, and a channel selector switch 
to Change from channel one to channel 
two operation. 

L I 

lnfra~ed Eye ~ n d  ivlai7ual Conirol Button l~ifrared Eye 
The slgnal from the remote control is 
recelved by an Infrared eye, elther located 
under the headral or on an opt~onal 
satellte eye 

L 

AA Baiiery !r ! ia~~dAnd Back Cover 

The internal infrared eye can be located on 
either side of the headra~l. The satellte eye 
is used when a top treatment blocks the 
signal from the remote control to the internal 
infrared eye. It can be connected on either 
slde of the headrall and located a maximum 
of 8' away. 

Manual Control B u t t o n  

If the remote control is misplaced, shadings 
can be operated using the manual control 
button, located below the infrared eye under 
the headrai or on the satellte eye. 

Saiell~te Bdttery Pack 
Battery Wand 
Due to extended depth mountlng 

r=-z requirements, battery wands are not 

1 available for outside mounts. Inside 

u 
/iC Pans former 

mounts and end mounts come standard 
with a battery wand that is mounted 
to the rear of the headrail. 

SI-24 For more information visit hunterdouglas.com 

There are two sizes of wands. The smaller 
wand, for shadings 19" to 28" wide, uses 
e~ght AAA alkaline batteries. The larger 
wand, for shadings over 28" wicie, uses 
eight AA alkaline batteries. 

Either type of wand adds 1" to the rear 
of the headra~l, increasing the mounting 
depth requirements. 

With the battery wand, the shading 
must be removed from the window 
to change batteries. 

Satellite Battery Pack 
The satellite battery pack is required 
for outside mounts and is a no-charge 
option for inside mounts and end mounts. 
With inside and end mounts, utilizing the 
satellite battery pack reduces mounting 
depth requirements by A'' 

The satellite battery pack connects to 
the same side of the headrail where the 
infrared eye is located. It can be mounted 
in a convenient location up to 8' away - 
next to the molding, under the sill, even 
on top of the headrail. 

Because the shading can remain in the 
window, it's vep] simple to change the eight 
AA batteries n the satellite battery pack. 

AC Tra~isformer 
To entirely eliminate batteries, the 
PowerRise system is available 1~1ith an 
optional AC transformer. The transformer 
plugs into a standard wall outlet and 
connects to the shading using a 12', 16' 
or 25' wire. 

Back Cover 
Inside and end mount installations 
include a back cover to hide the electrical 
componentry from exterior view. The back 
cover attaches to the installation brackets 
via back cover brackets. 

Effective date 611 I06 



PowerRiseB Design and Operation 
SILHOLIETTE@ WINDOW SHADIIIGS 

SHADING OPERATION 

Lowering the Shading 
Point the remote control at the infrared eye 
and press the down button. As soon as the 
shading begins to lower, release the button. 
The shading will stop automatically when 
it reaches the fully lowered position. 

To stop the shading before it is fully lowered, 
press the down button a second time. 

Raising the Shading 
Point the remote control at the infrared eye 
and press the up button. As soon as the 
shading begins to raise, release the button. 
The shading \:!ill automatically stop when it 
reaches the fully raised position. 

To stop the shading before it is fully raised, 
press the up button a second time. 

Tilting the Vanes Open 
SilhouetteQ with PovverRisem shadings 
must be fully lowered to open arid close 
the vanes. 

Tilting The Vanes Open And Closed 

Press Down Bunon 
To T ~ l t  Vanes Open 
rr- m 

Press Up Button 
To Tilt Varies Closed 

To tilt the vanes open, point the remote 
control at the infrared eye and press the 
down button. As soon as the vanes begin to 
jog open, release the button. 

To stop the tilting of the vanes at any point, 
press the down button again. 

Tilting the Vanes Closed 
Press and release the up button to tilt the 
vanes closed. To stop the tilting of the vanes 
at any point, press the up butlon again. 

Setting the Memory Stop 
With the shading suffic~ently lowered and 
the vanes closed, press the up button to 
raise the shading. When the shading 
reaches the desired he~ght, gently grasp 
the bottom rail with both hands to stop the 
shading's motion. Keep the rail level. 
The motor will hesitate for a moment, 
then shut off. 

Now every time the siiadng moves, 
it will automatically stop at that height. 

Vane Alignment Resetting the Memory Stop 
Due to varying battery \joltage, vane 
alignment bet\~i~een abu.iied shading 
applications cannot be guaranteed. 

Using the Manual Control Button 
The manual control button can also be used 
to fully operate the shading. The button is 
located under the headrail, below the 
internal infrared eye or next to the infrared 
eye on the satellite eye. 

Pressing the manual control button 
\.vlll alternately: 

Lower the shading 

Tilt the vanes open 

Tilt the vanes closed 

Raise the shading 

Pressing the button while one of these 
functions is in process will stop the action. 

Folio!. the same procedure descrbed above 
for Setting the Memory Stop. 

Cleari~ig the Me~iiory Stop 
This can be done by completely resetting 
the shading, as described below. 

Resetting the Shading 
Point the remote control at the infrared eye 
and press and hold either the up or down 
button. The shading will start moving but will 
stop after approximately three seconds. 
Release the button and the shading is reset. 
Once reset, the intermediate stop is also 
cleared and the shading \will need to be 
reset to its stop positions. Raise the shading 
until it reaches its upper stop limit, then 
lower the shading until it reaches its lower 
stop limit. The shading should now be reset. 

MEMORY STOP FEATURE Upper Limit 
The Memory Stop feature allows the If the bottom rail does not fully raise into the 

shading 10 be pre-set so it can be stopped headrail, push and release the Up button on 

at the same height each time the shading the remote control again. The shading will 

is raised. find the upper mechanical stop limit. If this 
needs to be done repeatedly, the batteries 

- may be weak and should be replaced. 

/ Lower Limit 
If the vanes do not operi fully, or if the 
shading starts "jogging" before it is 
completely lowered, the lower limit needs to 
be reset. This can be done by pushing and 
releasing the down button on the remote 
control until the shading reaches the lower 
mechanical stop limit. 

I -  -- I 
S ~ t t ~ n g  The Memory Stop 

Effective date 6/1/06 For more information visit hunterdouglas.com SI-25 



PowerRiseB Application Guidelines 
SILHOUETTE. WINDOW SHADINGS 

IMPORTANT CHOICES 
To help your customers order Silhouettee 
wlth PowerRise"' shadings that meet 
their needs and expectations, you must 
be familiar with all the available options 
and understand why some are better 
than others in a particular situation. 

Mounting Style and 
Battery Options 
Deciding between inslde or outside 
mounting is one of the first choices 
for your customers. A major factor in 
this choice is which battery option is 
desired - the bullt-in battery wand 
or the satellite battery pack. 

Because of the added clearance required, the 
battery wand is not available for outside 
mounts; the satellite battery pack or AC 
transformer are required with outside 
mounts and optional for inside mounts. 

Inside Mounting Depth 
The battery wand adds 9," to the inside 
mounting depth required, as shown on 
page SI-22. If mounting depth is limited, 
the consumer can choose a satellite 
battery pack or order an outside mount. 

High Windows 
Another important consideration when 
choosing the battery option is how 
accessible the batteries will be when 
it comes time to replace them. Remember, 
with the battery wand, the shading must 
be removed from the window to chanae 

Infrared Eye Placement 
and Channel Selection 

If the Infrared eyes are closer than 48", 
however, one or more of the shadlngs 
should be spec~f~ed for channel two 
operatlon The channel selector sbi~~tch 
on the remote control can then be used 

1 \ j  1 
nouprPl~~ I ' D I I I C I P ~ I ~  

to select whlch shadlngs are activated 
by the remote control's srgnal Satehte Eye 

Generally, lf the ~nfrared eyes of adjacent 
or stacked shadlngs can be placed so that 
they are at least 48" apart, channel one 
operatlon IS all that IS needed to operate 
each shading Independently 

Review the illustrations on page $28 
to see examples of infrared eye spacing, 
as well as an example of when channel 
two operation is recommended. 

Silhouette with PowerRise shadings 
are factory set for channel one operatlon. 
Shadings must be specified for channel 
hvo operation at the time they are ordered 

--- - 0 '  -- o " - I 

- 
I c-- : 1 

-87 I 

'7 7 

If the internal infrared eye on the headrall 
will be covered by a top treatment or 
cornice, a satellite eye should be ordered. 

The satellite eye can be positioned a short 
d~stance from the headra~l, or up to 8' away. 
This makes it easy to place infrared 
eyes of adjacent or stacked shadings 
at least 48" apart for independent 
single-channel operation. 

Ordering Checklist 
Use the checklist below to be sure you consider all the important choices \:!hen ordering 
S~llioirette \with PowerR~se windo\!! shadings. 

4 Is the shading lbiithin size specifications for the fabric ordered? 

d Is the shading an inside mount or an outside mount? 

d Does your customer want the fabric-covered headra~l option? 

4 Taking into account mounting depth and clearance requirements, is the vailcl 

wand or satellite battery pack the better choice? 

d Is the satellite battery pack needed for convenient battery access? - 
the batteries. u' \Nith outside mounts, are spacer blocks or extension brackets needed for 

If shadings are mounted in high windows, added clearance? 

a satellite battery pack may be the better 4 Will adjacent shadings require alternate left and right infrared eye placement to 
alternative. With an 8' wire attached to the be sure the eyes are more than 48" apart for rel~able independent operation using 

headrail, the satellite battery pack can a single channel? 
almost always be mounted in an easily d Is channel two operation necessary for one or more shadings to ensure 
accessible location. independent operation of adjacent or stacked shadings? 

d Wiil a top treatment cover the headrail, requiring a satellite eye? 

d Is niore than one remote control required for shadings in different rooms or on 
different floors? 

d Was the remote control ordered? 

d Is the optional AC transformer required' 

Effective date 611 I06 For more information visit hunterdouglas.com SI-27 



PowerRisea Application Guidelines 
SILHOUETTE' WIIVDOW SHADINGS 

Distance Between Infrared Eyes Two-Channel Operation 

Recommended: More Than 48" Independent Operation With Stacked Shadings 
I 4  

Acceptable: 
I - 

More Than 48" 
I 
2 

Not Recommended: Less Than 48" 
1-1 

As a general rule, the infrared eyes on aadjaent shaoings should be positioned as far a,oart as possible for independent operabon of each shad~ng, using a single 
channel The minimum se,oaiation for independent single-channel operation is 48" T~fo-channel operation may be required with stacked configurations to ensure 
independent operation of each sl7ading. 

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 
The three important operatng specifications 
to consider are: distance frorn remote 
control to the infrared eye, maxn ium 
mounting height, and angle of the 
infrared beam. 

Distance from Remote 
Control to lnfrared Eye 

Angle of the lnfrared Beam 
Shown below are the two angles to consider, When the remote control is pointed upward 
both of which are measured from a line at the infrared eye, the maximum vertical 
drawn perpendicular to the headrail. angle is 55" 

The maximum side angle of the infrared With sa te l~ te  eyes, the side angle is the 
beam to the built-in infrared eye is 45". same. The vertical angle varies depending 

upon hoinl the hinged satellite eye is t~ l ted.  

Maximum Angles Of The lnfrared Beam 

Shadlngs can be operated with the remote Side Angle Vertical Anqle 
control up to 30' away from the infrared 
eye. Depending upon light conditions, 
angle of operation and battery strength, 
this maximum distance can vary. 

IWaxiniurri Mou~it ing Heiglit 

Overhead View 
(Looklng Down On Headrail) 

Maximum 
Slde Angle 

The maxlmiim recommended niountlng -/45" 
helght of Stlhouette' with PowerRlse@ / 

shadings 1s 16' 

Slde View 
(Looklng At Shading Proflle) 

0" 

Maximum 
Vertical Angle 

Shadlng Window Shadlno W~ndo.r 

SI-28 For more in for lnaton visit hunterdouglas.com Effective date 611 I06 


